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May Day for anarcho-syndicalists
is not just another holiday or ex-
cuse for peaceful protest marches.
For us it symbolises worldwide
workers‘ solidarity. A day for
workers‘ actions against the capital-
ist system and to work towards
a general strike in pursuit of major
reductions in the length of the
workday.

But this year 1986, is of special
significance for anarcho-syndicalists
throughout the world. Exactly
100 years ago today a chain of
events started which led to the
execution by the State of the
Chicago Martyrs.

On 1 May 1886, 800,000 workers
from all trades and factories

The word "terrorism"

e MAYDAY
throughout the US went on strike
in support of the eight-hour work
day._ ln Chicago, a stronghold of
immigrant labour and anarchists,
300,000 workers struck and march-
ed through the city streets in
3 "U99 display of proletarian
power. Before the Chicago -May
Day strike action began, the man-
agement at McCormick Machine
Co. (now International Harvester)
had locked out 1,500 workers over
a wage dispute. On 3 May, when
pickets attempted to prevent black-
leg labour entering the plant, the
Chicago police opened fire on
the workers, killing four and .wound-
ing many more. Outraged at this
act of naked aggression, radical
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Reagan in the
white hat,deter-

mined to run Gad-
afy in the black hat

right out of town.
If only there was a

straight gunfight between
"Rambo" Reagan and "Mad
Dog" Gadafy»—ru>greatloss
for humanity would be in
pnospect.But each is at
the helm of his respective
state,which means that
when the shit hits the
fan they are the last
people in danger.

SOME OF THE "TERROR-
is bandied about so much ISTS" WHO BIT THE DUST
HOW it's beginning to IN THE TRIPOLI BOMBING
lose all meaning.The media WERE Y0UNG'CHILDREN- ‘
present us with a picture of A3 regards G3dafY>

CENTENARY
newspapers called for ‘armed resist-
ance against the bloodthirsty Chic-
ago police, and a protest rally
was called for the following day
(4 May) at Haymarket Square.
Speeches condemning police vio-
lence and capitalist oppression
were given by three leading anarch-
jsts: Parsons, Spies and Fielden.
As the meeting came to an end,
200 police moved in on the crowd.
Suddenly, a bomb 'was thrown and
exploded in the midst of the pol-
ice, who immediately opened fire
on the assembled workers. Several
police and many workers were
killed.
In the hysterical aftermath of

the Haymarket tragedy five. anarch-
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it's pretty ab-
surd to paint him

any worse thah oth-
er,pro-Western  dic—

tators,especially_when
the West has been happy
to buy his oil and make
fortunes from Libyan dev-r
elopment projects.Surely
the assumption that Gad-
afy is "mad" (while Rea-

gan and other wor"l"d lfle'a,ders
are presumably sane?) is
basically racist.

Just as Idi Amin was
despised chiefly because
he was a loudmouthed
black who loathed the
British,not because he
was a dictator and a
butcher. y

Of course there are
terrorists.There are the
little terrorists who hi-
jack airliners or bomb
Xmas shoppers.

But there is another,
much more murderous terr-
orism-—-State terrorism.
Every state in the world
practices this,and the
foremost among_them is
the USA.Berore the San-
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ists were convicted and sentenced
to hang by a specially constituted
tribunal. On 11 November, Black
Friday, it murdered Parsons, Spies,
Fischer and Engels. L=ing had comm-
itted suicide the previous day.
They were later shown to have
had nothing to do with the bomb-
ings.

On 14 July 1889, on the hundred-
th anniversary of Bastille Day,
an American AFL delegate attend-
ing the_ International Labour
Congress in Paris proposed that
1 May be officially adopted as
a workers'_ holiday. This motion
was unanimously approved and
since then May Day has served
as ,a date for international working
class solidarity.  
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Addenbrookes
With official union recog-

nition and thus strike pay
removed from their cause,it
appears that,against_their will
the Addenbrookes strikers will
be forced to accept work offer-
ed by Cambridge Health Authori
ity.The attitude of COHSE
seems a far cry from a year
ago when they called for a
national day of action over
Addenbrookes.Now it's nothing
but an embarrassment to the p
Union officials and Labopr pol-
iticians.who once stood on the t
Cambridge picket lines.

But Addenbrookes is by mo
means the only example of
privatisation in action,amd
the history of the dispute is
full of incidents that could
have happened in many other
hospitals all over Britain.

What it means I
H Privatisation-—-taking work
from Health Service workers
and giving it to private firms
—-can take two main forms._

One way is to give a con-
tract to a private hospital to
carry out treatments on NHS
patients.This often happens
where there are long waiting
1ists,where the NHS has the
money to pay for the treat-
ment,but not the facilities
to carry it out.

The government claims this
cuts waiting lists and saves
money,but in practice private
hospitals can choose not to
take old or otherwise diffifl
cult patients.This means that
HHS hospitals have longer-
staying patients and increases
the length of waiting lists.

sflore than;80 Health Author-
ities in England and Wales
have more than 401 of their
patients on waiting lists a
year or more long.This ex-s
poses the Government's claim
that "the on1y'thing in the
Health Service they will cut
ii the waiting lists" as a

e.
And an independent study

suggests that private hospitals
keep their charges artificially
low,to make the NHS dependent
on them in order to charge in-
flated prices later on.

The other way privatisation
is carried out in the NHS is
when particular hospital serv
ices, ike laundry,cleaning or
catering,are offered out to
tender.The Health Authority
considers offers from private

Earlier this year, the
junior enviroment minister,Ian Gow,
wrote to the ten regional water
authorities in England and Wales
saying that he wanted to "make early
progress" in selling them off to
private owners. Gow's letter has gone
largely unremarked, but it represents
a sudden and total reversal of
government policy. It will also the
biggest "privatisation" that the
government has yet attempted -
dwarfing the _flotation of British
Telecom in terms of the total value of
the assets put up for sale.

The water industry's assets are
valued at 26 billion, and would cost
twice that to build from scratch.
Giant national enterprises such as
British Rail and National Coal Board
pale by comparison. Now it seems that
these assets could be in private hands
by the end of 1987. (Water and sewage
in Scotland are run directly by local
councils and will not be affected. In
Northern Ireland they are run directly
by the government; but there has been
no hint of a plan to privatise them
therel

Despite the political attractions,
the exercise could prove an
embarrassment for the government. For
it is bound to reveal the dreadful
state of much of the '0 industry.
Potential buyers should beware. Since
the mid-1970's, government strictures
have halved the water industry's rate
of investment. Sewer collapses are
leaving holes in the road everywhere.
Anywhere between a quarter and a third
of the water put into Britain's water
mains leaks from corroding pipes.
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firms and also the hospital's
own management and staff(calle€
an "in-house" tender),and-
awards the contract to the one
it feels offers the best value

But the decision can be and
is over-ruled by the Health
Minister.ln January 1985 Nor-
wich health Authority accepted
four in-house tenders and the
Junior Health Minister inter-
Iened and gave the contracts
to a private firm.

Contracts usually go to the
cheapest offer,no matter how
poor the service it will prov
ide.But in South Cumbria,where
the-in-house tender W8StCh€
theapest, Health Minister Kenn-
athiClarke ordered the auth-
arity to check its figures-—
which has'never happened to a
private firm's tender.When the
check showed the inhouse offer
was still the best,Clarke
insisted that the contract
should still be awarded to the
cheapest private firm.

In pracjice
At Addenbrookes,only two

months after privatisation a
report by the Borough Coun-
cil and the Health Authority
said,"Standards of cleaning
have plummetted." And a letter
from the District Administrator
spoke of deteriorating stan-
dards,inadequate training,
levels of supervision and qual-
ity control.

An operation had to be can-
celled when an operating suite
was found to have blood and
bone on the floor.Kenneth
Clarke tried to cover this up
by saying this part of the hos-
pital was "not ncluded in the
specifications of outside
c eanets".But a spokesman from
the Health Authority pointed
out,"It is hardly likely that
we would leave out uf our
specifications one of our main
theatre suites".The fact is
that with the government's
implicit support private firms
are saving themselves money
and making biggeruprofits at
the expense of you and me,the
patients. j

All over the country firms
like OCS and Crothalls are
employing inexperienced staff
sometimes as young as 14,and
telling them to skimp on clean-
ing by doing only the most
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Its effect on NHS staff has
been equally devastating.0ften
they are sacked when a private
firm_takes over,then some are
often re-employed on new con-
.tracts,with shorter hours,less
or no holiday and sick pay,and
wage rates cut by up to 45Z.As
hospital ancillary workers
already earn up to-£70 less than
the national average,they can't
afford this pay cut.

Union apathy
Conditions are no better if

an in-house tender is accepted:
Cuts in staff and in their pay
and conditions are just as bad,
as hospital management try to
be competetive with private
firms.What are the unions doing
to protect their members?

The answer seems to be noth-
inglMostly they support the
change-to in-house tenders-—-in
February last year both NUPE and
COHSE suggested members accept
either pay cuts or redundancies
in order to prevent a contract
in the Victoria Health Authority
going to a private firm.This is
the sort of tactic you would T
expect from management,not unio
ionsl

What explains this attitude
on the part of union leaders?
The answer is simple —-in-house
tenders employ union labour.
Private contractors often don't.

The union bosses would rather
see a cut in their members‘
wages than a cut in their
unions‘ numbers and hence in
their own power.

In fact in some Health Auth-
orites,it is the management
that have done the most to pro-
tect employees.Some have intro-
duced "fair wages" clauses
into contracts.Kenneth Clarke
denounced these as an "unreason-
able interference_in the relat-
ionship between contractors and
their employees",and the Auth-
orities were forced to withdraw
these clauses,under threat of
losing funding.For example the
Trafford Authority was threaten-
ed with he loss of £130,000
earmarked for a drug abuse
treatment centre(after all this
'government says about the drug
problem!

The future _
So far 222 contracts have

been awarded,67Z to in-house
tenders.The Health Minister

V?§ib1e_PaIt$.1ike %%£BWfiE?- h wants this figure to rise by
‘While Vltal areas 1 e ltc ens another 2,000,but this will no
and theatres are filthy.

The Tameside experience
The authority's corporate plan

published every year reports a
"widespread problem of poor (drinking)
water quality and low pressures". Many
of the Lancashire mill towns were
built with common supply pipes that
channel water from the mains in the
street to several houses. That worked
well when most houses needed water
only for a single tap indoors and a
toilet in the yard. Today, central
heating,fitted bathrooms, washing
machines and the rest have overloaded
the system. Two thirds of the
complaints about bursts and low
pressure come from people with common
supply pipes.

But there is also a hidden hazard.
Most of these common supply pipes are
made of lead. Water lying in them
dissolves the lead, leading to
concentrations in tap water that are
unhealthy and will from this year be
illegal under EEC law. "Well over 600,
000 properties" are served by such
pipes, and the water authority wants
to spend 3 million per year solving
the lead problem.

The authority says that 40% of its
water mains "suffer from an
unacceptable degree of corrosion and
internal deposits. 35% of water is of
an unacceptable standard". Last year,
it's engineers scraped out the rust
and poured concrete linings into 200
kilometres of mains, reducing the
backlog of repairs to water mains by
just 4%. Work has hardly begun on
plugging the leaks that cause the loss
of more than a third of the water that
enters the systenm

doubt be increased again if the

Meanwhile, up in the hills, the
authority is responsible for some 200
reservoirs that supply most of the
water to the region. Many, it says
"are in need of remedial work to bring
them fully up to the most recent
saitey requirements". That is to say,
engineers fear they may collapse.

The collapsing sewers of Manchester
have gained a world-wide reputation.
The image of the heartland of the
industrial revolution crumbling_ away
physically as well as economically is
compelling. There are currently 600
major collapses of sewers in the North
West each year - a quarter of all the
collapses in Britain. Last year nearly
15 kilometres of sewers were renovated
in the North West. Taken together with
the 50 kilometres abandoned and 125
kilometres built from scratch, that
amounts to just 0.5% of the region's
total sewerage system. Today's new
sewers are designed to last perhaps 60
years and renovation work, such as
re-lining, is expected to prolong that
for no more than 20 to 30 years.

Along "the Mersey estuary the
contents of most of Merseyside's
sewers are dumped straight into the
river. A former secretary of state for
the environment, Michael Heseltine
described the pollution as "an affront
to the standards of a civilised
society". it will cost hundreads of
millions of pounds to bring fish back
to the estuary '

Upstream, the sewage works in,
dozens of North West towns are
hopelessely overloaded. Everytime it
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plan to privatise NHS manage-
sent goes ahead.

Kenneth Clarke has threaten
ed to make it compulsory'for
contracts to be awarded to
private firms.
A Right-wing Tory MPs want
private health insurance to
be tax-deductab1e,to drive more
of those who can afford it into
the private sector.It seems to
be working —- BUPA have their
highest membership ever and
private medicine is now 71 of
all British medicine.

Jewel in the crown?
The NHS is often proclaimed

the shining achievement of the
post-war Labour government.But

.they had no idea how much it
would cost,particularly after
the post-war baby boom and the
increasing numbers of old people.
.Big business interests were
happy enough to pay through tax-
ation for a service that prov-
ided large numbers of healthy
workers when the economy was
expanding.But now there is no
need for a large British work-
force,due to cheap fofeign
_our and massive mechanisation.
Now the NHS has become a burden
they no longer think worthwhile.

Wfhat can be done?
Certainly it's no good

appealing to the government,as
the staff of the Royal Sussex
Hospital did when they were
faced with a wage cut 5f 251.
These were the people who nursed
Norman Tebbit and other Tories
after the Brighton Bombing and
they got nothing for their
pleas.

Nor is there any point in
waiting for a Labour Government
—f Labour has an appalling rec-
ord on health.

The unions are back-pedalling
and it seems clear they care
more for their own interests
than their members‘,so who can
health workers and patients
rely on to help them?The answer
is,on each other.It's only when
patients and staff are in solid-
arity for their own mutual aid
that they can begin to demand
and get direct control in their
own Health Service.

Only through direct control
can we get the health care we
want and protect our services
from the backstabbing of
governments who would
rather see the NHS destroyed.

TMB.
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rains, sewage overflows into the
rivers Roch, Irwell and many others.
The authority says it has 700
"unsatisfactory storm overflows" -
half the national total.

The regions rivers, already the
dirtiest in the country, have been
getting dirtier still since 1982. The
region currently has 301 kilometres of
"grossly polluted" rivers and canals
that are likely to be a health hazard.
That figure is an increase of 42%
since 1980 and amounts to a third of
the national total.

‘Public ownership‘ has not
safeguarded the environment (reduced
the level of pollution).
Nationalisation is no nearer _ to
satisfying peoples needs "than private
ownership. However, this does not mean
that we should stand idly by while the
government sells the Water Boards off
to its political friends with the
resulting loss of jobs. The return
from State capitalism _to private
capitalism offers the working class no
gain, any more than did the
nationalisation of railways and the
coalrriines.

"Privatisation means jobs lost" , -
this slogan must be both the rallying
call and foundation of the new
campaign to satisfy human needs
and create jobs. The only way our
living and working environment can be
safeguarded is by the socialisation of
industry and l;_>_i1<_eg‘_jgI_1$;<_>_l__-_ The
tories‘ plans for the water industry
should make this need clear to
everyone.

K
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SINCE BY-ELECTIONS ARE WITH US ONCE AGAIN WE THOUGHT
IT APPROPRIATE TO PRESENT A PIECE OF FICTION!
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. BY GEQRGE FLASHER

It was stick-colouring time
in Flasdeposoria,the quaintly-
named little state which prided
-itself on its democratic system.
"Stick-colouring" was the name
given to the election in which,
ever five ears,the adult cit-Y Y
izens of Flasdeposoria were
entitled to cast a vote for a
co1our.The colour receiving the
most votes would be used to
paint the large wooden sticks
which.were used in the much
revered and respected instit-
ution known as the Vogren pro-
cess.To the Flasdeposorians
the Vogren process was demo-
cracy in action,and the beauty
of it was that it was so
.simple.0ne morning each week,
before going about their
daily business,the citizens
would go to their neighbour-
hood control centre,where
they would be clubbed on the
head with the Vogren sticks.
Though somewhat painful at the
time,the good citizens of Flas-
deposoria were generally app-
reciative of the necessity of
the Vogren process for,as they
well knew,and were constantly
reminded by the newssheets
it was the means by which
the stability of their soc-
iety was maintained.

The periodlleading up to
the stick-colouring election
brought with it the usual stew
of ideas and controversies.Each
colour had its staunch propon-
ents,prepared to defend their
claims~for the necessity of
Vogren sticks being painted
in the colour of theii choice,
with cleverly thought-out ar-
guments and theories."Brown-—-
the sensible way forward" was
the simple statement borne by
the posters put up by the ad-
vocates of Brown,whi1e an
article in one of the news-
sheets carried an interview in
which a leading Purple prop-
agandist spoke of the "destruc-
tive and demoralising effects
of five years of Brown Vogren
sticks" which he said could
now be remedied by a majority
vote for Purple.Yellow always
obtained fewer votes than
Brown and Purple,and it had
been many years since the Flas-
deposorians had been struck by
Yellow Vogren sticks.Neverthe-
less,in the run-up to the
election the Yellow advocates
were allowed considerable
space in the newssheets,in
which to put forward their
views-—-which were based larg-
ly on the notion of the
desirability of Yellow Vogren
sticks as a moderate alterna+
tive to the equally deplorable
extremes of Brown and Purple.

??
The people of Flasdeposoria

were proud of their stick-col-
ourin elections,as a symbol of3 .all that was good about their_
system.They;knew that as long
as they were able to decide
collectively the colour of the
Vogren sticks with which they
were-clubbed,they¢could be
secure in the knowledge that
freedom and the right of the
individual to pursue prosperity
and happiness-would be safe in
"asdeposoria.It was hardly

- rising that attacks on the
system,infrequent though they
were.were alwavs profoundlv
disturbing to the Flasdeposor-
ians.There was a widespread
distrust of people who proposed
radical changes to the system.
Some eo le su orted a bizarreP P PP
variety of colours for Vogren
sticks;in fact,scarcely cred-
ible though it was,there were
people who advocated Grey Vog-
ren sticks,and even some who
favoured Pink.The vast major-
ity of the people recognised
the potential danger of this
type of deviance,and were
happy that the promoters of
the major colours realised it
too.In fact,differences of
colour support were set aside
when unacceptable extremism
reared its ugly head.This was
another reason why the people
of Flasdeposoria felt sure
that the integrity of their
cherished democratic system
was safe from unhealthy in-
fluences. ' '

0 I
It was difficult for most

people to understand why any-
body should want to intro-

duce some of the ideas that
,were put forward.Sometimes
there were enough problems
caused by the antagonism
between Brown,Purple and Yell-
ow,without adding the ridic-
ulous ideas of the Grey,Pink
and Turquoise groups,and
others like them,to the gener-
al confusion.It was widely '
held,though,that one of the
strongest aspects of the
Flasdeposorian system was the
fact that these people were
allowed to put forward such
unacceptable colours for Vo-
gren sticks,and that any citi-
zen was free to stand up and
say that they wished to be
struck with a Grey stick,or to
vote in favour of being bruis-
.ed by a Pink stick.Though
people naturally tended to be
hostile towards these minority
co1ours,there were few who
would deny the right of others
to promote them.Similarly the
Flasdeposorians were,on the
whole,to1erant even of the
"Lunatic Fringe" who not only
favoured absurd colours for
the Vogren sticks,but went so
far as to propose ludicrous
moves such as instituting the
clubbing of people on the
arms or chest,instead of the
head.Fortunately a sense of
~humour was one of the most
notable characteristics of
the people of Flasdeposoria,
so such eccentricities were
not so much feared as treated
as a huge joke.This fact was
very effective in helping to
ensure that wild and danger-
ous ideas did not take hold.
The Flasdeposorians were able,
by and large,to look after
themselves.

Q I

Not long before polling day,
a previously unseen newssheet
appeared.What was immediately
remarkable about it was that
it carried no indication of
support for a particular col-
our,being printed simply in
black and white without the
use of coloured inks or paper ~
common to the other newssheets.
This was thought by many to be
an oblique reference to Grey,
and people who heard this
theory tended to accept it g
as there was much about the
new newssheet that was some-
how reminiscent of Grey propa-
ganda.Hany people who rejected
proffered copies of "Blank
Voice" as the sheet was titled,
did so with such coments as,
"I don't want to read that Grey
rubbish" and "You Greys are
living in a dream world".This
jview prevailed despite the
assertions in "Blank Voice"
that the people involved in
its production had nothing to
do with the Grey movement,and
the frequent articles rejecting
Grey propaganda. 9 V

O O
'7 It was not long before the
leading lights of tha,colour
groups had had their attention
drawn to the small Blank move-
'ment."Blank Voice" caused a
degree of mild consternation
‘in these circles,but this soon
gave way to a more rational
approach.To overreact to Blank
propaganda would be to unwill-
’ingly give credibility to Blank
1deas.Better instead to calmly
show up the Blank protagonists
for the crazed characters they
were,and then to ignore their
future activities as far as
'possible.A1l the major colour
groups agreed to this and
‘settled on a policy of a care-
fully orchestrated but low-
level propaganda operation,

_ which would soon discredit the
entire Blank philosophy.

The ro 2 adha was subtleP P 8
and generally effective.No
hysterical headlines appeared
in the colour newssheets.Crit-
icism of the Blank movement
was kept low key,generally con-
sisting of sneering editorials
and opinion co1umns,or scorn-
ful references to Blank ideas
in other articles.Blank supp-
orters were portrayed as
destrucfive agents of chaos
and disorder..The citizens of
Flasdposoria needed little
encouragement to see Blank
supporters as either zany
eccentrics,or inherently wick-
ed strife-mongers.After all,
Blank ideas went against all
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Terrorism is very much in ' Disgust
the,news these days,whether
it's the Libyans,the IRA or Wihtout an effective union
the Euro-terrorists of the movement the anarchists turned
red Brigades,CCC,Baader- ito desperate individual acts
meinhof etc.For many,the Anar- of resistance,assassinations,
chist is the evocation of the
mad bomber,an image that some
anarchists actually encourage.
What do syndicalists think of
terrorism and armed struggle?
Can it lead to a free society?

Syndicalists think not.The
future society will take on
the characteristics of the
organisation that overthrew
the old order.Thus the S an-
ish Revolution of 1936 a€imat- NOT He fig‘
ed by the anarcho-syndicalist
CNT expressed itself through
workers‘ self-management of
industry and agriculture be-

_ 
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bombings etc.They became isol-.
ated from the working class,

cause these workers were used for bomblngs dlsgust OrdinaryIto working in 8 Se1f_managed people and also sometimes kill
them.union organisation. _ _

Likewise the Bolsheviks in when anarchlsts llke P911‘’ ‘outier and Pouget realisedOctober 1917 brought about a th. h 1
society which mirrored their ts t ey_ ed tPe return tounion action which,as terror-partyorganisation:dictatorial .

15m W88 Outfltown by the move-
and cenFra1iSE' ment,heralded the most succ-

Ellte essful period of french syn-
It is clear what Sort of dicalism so far.Since the mid- A

society a vanguardist armed
struggle group,if successful,
would bring about.It would be

n e1itist,mili ised one.We

1890s terrorism has not been
an important part of anarchist
tactics.

.. Dictators
5 Armed struggle just isn't

effective.Faced with a bunch
of poorly-armed amateurs the
state,with its highly-trained
‘professional army will root
out and kill them.Faced with
a unified,revolutionary work-
ing class,on the other hand,
in a revolutionary general

1’ strike,the bosses are power-
-1 less.

It is for these reasons

3 tar

see this best where small I that We don't SUPPOTE armed
guerrilla bands have seized 5tTu8S1e»n@t "moral" 8T°und3-
_-Ower in Countries Such as We don't mourn for the dead
€uba_ of the ruling c1ass.Shooting

The use of armed Struggle this or that boss will not
echoes the state's methods of get What We W3nt'—'Ehe m0St
action.Clandestine armed _ PT°f°und_5°¢§a1 ¢han8e- i_
Struggle groups act in the e Even in times of repression
name ofia working class they arme Struggle 15 not the way
.Often don-t belong to’and to unseat dictators.It was _
‘whose problems they don-t striking transport workers in
experience.Syndicalist Augus- Barcelona W00 83V?-FTan¢°
tin Souchy Bauer described i 51eeP1e§5_n18ht$ ln 495 snot
the Baader-Meinhof group as the_e¥¢}tlnB but fT?lt19$$
"SpOi1ed midd1e_c1aSS sons 'activities of guerrillas like
and daughters".When Marxist Sabare QT F3¢eria$-
or libertarian armed struggle_
groups seek to lead the work- 1 A
ing class it is a lead we Armed 5tTu881§ l5_°ften no
Should ignOre_ more than terrorism in scale

i N and effect.The Arab gunmen
PC\~er emptying their machine guns

nto a crowded airport terminal
- or the IRA bomb blowing up a

pub or crowd of Xmas shoppers
—— these do not differentiate
between classes.There is a
similarity witht he methods
of the state,and it is not
surprising that statesmen such
as De Valera and Begin began
their carreers as terrorists.

Compared with the state's

Syndicalists believe the
power of workers lies in coll
ective,union struggles,which
raise the consciousness of
workers as together they face
the power of the state.Learning
to run our own struggles and_
through that our own lives is
a far cry from the example of
bombin s and assassinations,8
which are merely passively _ _ _
consumed as a Spectacle by terrorism in war the violence
Ordinary peOp1e_ of the illegal armed groups is

The Syndicalist Seeks to, slight,but that does not ex-
build a combattive union cuse it.Terrorism is a dead
organisation which can create end f°r,reVQ1uti°narieS5it _
a new world in the Shell of only brings greater repression
the old.For the stateless for alliwhether or not lt 19
Society at which we aim to successful.Syndica1ism rejects
function,workers must play an It‘
active role in their organ- GC
isation and its struggles. -

If we say this,how is it ~
that anarchism has been so
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closely associated with bomb-
ings?The answer is historical.
The anarchists who made the
First International of the
1860s a force to be reckon-
ed with realised that indus-
trial struggle was the work-
ers‘ best weapon and only hope
of achieving revolution.But by
1872 the international had
been destroyed by the manipul-

ifF _,_L,~ _‘_i

ation of Marx and his hench-
men and in France the labour 1
movement had been crushed in --
the wake of the Paris Commune. GAE‘. " '5-1) '
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As-—-I think-—- a libert— Yes indeed.They are allowed. they felt when forced to
arian parent (credentials:
three kids,none of them school
-goers,and an active part in
my local DAM group),I recently
had quite a surprise.Listen-
ing to a discussion about
"libertarian education" I re-
alised that those present were
talking exclusively about
teachers,and teachers in state
schools at that.When someone
asked what part children took
in the deliberations of these
"libertarians" the simple
answer was "none at all".

Now teachers are supposed
to be very clever folk.They
often mention the years of
study they spend preparing
to become teachers.They should
know better than i do the
meaning of the word "libert-
arian",and should be capable
of analysing both their per-
sonal power in relation to
individual children,and their
own insignificant role in
the wider institution of the
schoo1.So possibly the few
observations I have to make
on the subject will seem to
most teachers merely to be
stating the obvious.

My point is that in the
context of state schools the
term "libertarian teacher"
is rather like "army intell-
igence":a contradiction in
terms.

Consider the two-fold
function of the classroom.
Firstly it provides day-care
—-custody of everyone between
four and l5,keeping them off
the streets and out of mis-
chief,whi1e "real" people in
the “real” world carry on the
important business of being
economically active.The ass-
umptions underlying this are
obvious.

Secondly,the school func-
tions as a production line,

§3§“é€%d'i3Et"€€%i§e'32'3'§Sii-
trained to turn up on time,
take orders,uncomplainingly
undertake meaningless and
repetitive tasks,speak only
when permitted,fall into the
socially pre-determined slot
in the hierarchy and recognise
the position of others above
and below...Compared with this
the few educational skills
most school-goers pick up seem
merely coincidental.

It could be argued that
schools are not like that now.
Children are allowed to talk,
wear what clothes they like,
select in what order they do
their work,which is,for the
younger ones at least,a tempt-
ing business of enticing pic-
tures,exciting bright colours,
relevant readers,learning
through fpn.

"EDUCATION IS FAR TOO IM-
PORTANT TO-BE LEFT TO THE
STATE".It is this realisation
that has traditionally led
syndicalists to form educa-
tional movements outside
church or state control.

The French CGT,before the
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The liberal teacher has been
at work here,softening the
rough edges of school discip-
line and smiling benignly as
s/he gently moulds the in-
tractable children into
tomorrow's good citizens.

The liberal teacher is a
liar-—-a dangerous liar,be-
cause s/he confuses children
as to who is the real enemy,
while all the while remaining
firmly in charge.As an instru-
ment of social control s/he
takes their place along with
the gutter press,the pop in-
dustry and advertising —-vel-
vet gloves on the iron hand.

At this point the "libert-
arian" teachers break in with
a chorus of "No,no that is
precisely what we wish to
avoid.We want the children in
our classrooms to have real
freedom and develop true
self-control".

But it won't do.They are
either hopelessly Utopian or
downright dishonest(neither
oi these are good tnings tor
a teacher to be) if they im-
agine that individual teachers,
isolated in their various
schools,can,by introducing
different classroom prac-
tices,totally change the nat-
ure of education and the
experience of schooling for
their pupils.Both in the
school,and in the big bad
world outside,the whole
system works against it.

School quthorities don't
like it.Other teachers don't
like it.Parents don7t like
it and kids don't like it.
Everyone'can'rememberlthe
contempt and irritation

at their Paris local.
iWhat of children?In Spain

also the anarchists were in
favour of education indepen-
dant of the state and church.
The CNT built its own ration-
alist,libertarian schools and
popular university.They real-
ised that children indoctrin-Great War,understood this well

They feared that if they all-
owed teachers into their union
federation that they would
contaminate it with their
middle-class ideas.“The work-
ing class must maintain its
purity.that is why we do not
allow teachers and professsrss
into the union.Their work is
that of social control.They
have a place alongside the
police and prison warders",
said Pataud.

Instead the CGT organised
its own education for its
members,through its union
locals which had well-furnish-
ed libraries and lecture and
discussion meetings.These
talks were on all subjects,not
just economic or political.
Even today this continues:in
March 1986 the French CNT ad-
vertised a lecture on the
undersea world of the Red Sea

ated by the state and church
are less likely to be revol-
utionaries than those brought
up by workers.

In this country alternatives
to state education,like Summer-
hill,have been for rich kids
only.There is no syndicalist
movement which is large enough
to form independent free
schools,as there is in France
and Spain.Instead we must look
to home education.

At home learning can take
place in a sane environment,
unlike the hurly-burly of the
classroom.Here children can be
taught by people they respect,

deal with a wet liberal
reacher at school.

I remember reading an art-
icle by just such a teacher,
a young failed infant teacher.
He related how,after being
asked to leave,he explained
to the 6-7-year-olds that
he "didn't like making them
do things they didn't want
to do“. p

The reply was "If you say
you don't like doing that to
us,why do you still do it?“

This teacher's liberal
conscience would have meant
more to the children if it
had resulted in him acting
honestly instead of pretend-
ing his presence in the class-
room was turning Schooling
into Libertarian Education.In
any case,they saw through it.

What then is the answer
for teachers?I would suggest
the only thing they can do is
be honest with themselves and
with the rest of us.

Traditionally,teaching has
been the "way out" for bright
working-class youngsters to
escape a lifetime of dirty
menial work.Teachers come,
tnererore,from a wide variety
of backgrounds,but nine times
out of ten they regard them-
selves determinedly as middle-
class,and regard their “prof-
essional” status with real
pride.There is little like-
lihood that a majority of
teachers will ever attain a
revolutionary class-conscious-
ness,given the upwardly-mobile
image of the job.

The minority who do would
do well to recognise that
their job is largely t0 do

learns best when herded into
a room with 35 others makes
little sense.Children flour-
ish in adult company.The unna
ural lumping together by age-
group of children in school
acts as a fast breeder for
phobias,agression and mental
ill-health.

Schools can't be reformed
along libertarian lines from
the inside.20 syndicalist
teachers in one school would
still behave like 20 little
policemen.That is the role

What didwu learn in school today?
The strong are admired,
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with social control.Like
everyone else they must earn
a living as best they can.So
what is wrong with the honest
workhorse teacher,free of ill-
usions about how they will
change the system and the
lives of everyone in it,but
prepared to offer practical
help to the kids where it
will do some good?

Far more to the point,what
canswer is there for the kids,
for tomorrow's society?If to-
day's schools,under-funded,the
very buildings decaying,the
playgrounds full of violent,
neurotic children and adoles-
cents,are incapable of reform,
how are they to be educated?

I'd offer a simple answer.
Don7t send them to school at
all.In lively,interested adult
company,with freedom to find
out what they like,they can
hardly help getting educated.

Why not?When more and more
people are on the dole,they
don't need to send their
children to school to keep
them out of the house and off
the strets.

Children are interesting a
and interested.Anything their
parents have forgotten from
their schooldays probably
wasn't worth learning in the
first place,and the rest they
can easily teach their kids
themselves,just as they taught
them to speak (a more difficult
skill than reading),eat and
keep clean.

We can share the skills and
resources necessary to do this.
It doesn't have to be expen-
sive.It isn't even illegal.

But it is an important
challenge to the system.For
children who experience free-
dom are not only capable of
coping with it (unlike the
confused and miserable creat-
ures raising merry hell in
the classrooms of the liberal
teachers).They like it,and
they grow up demanding more
and more.

AR

the state dictates for them.
In a syndicalist society

there will be no full-time
teachers,for there will be no
parasites.After the engineer
has completed her four hours
daily work she may instruct
the young in her skil1.Like-
wise the agricultural worker,
or those who have special
skills outside their profess-
ion such as artists and mus-
icians.Education will not end
at 16 or l8,but will continue
throughout life.

Until that happy day and
until there is a syndicalist
movement it is up to working-
class parents to educate their
children at home,to think for
themselves,especia1ly for the
child's first l0 years when
they are at the most risk from
the state7s lie machine.Lack
of facilities can be overcome
by collective efforts with
others who educate at home.

It is a small start in
building human material fit
to run a self-managed soc-
iety and it is a start
which syndicalist parents can
give a lead in now.

GC.



THE BACKGROUND

After World War II the Dutch
union movement hadd to be re-
built.A prominent initiative
was the creation of the EVC
(the United Union Congress),
instigated by the Communists
along similar lines to their
other European union strategies
This attempt soon collapsed
and the union movement dispers-
ed into several union organis-
ations.The three largest are —-

—-the NVV (social democrats)
-—the NKV (Catholics)
—-the CNV (Protestants)
Three years ago,the NVV and

NKV began to link up.Certain
parts of them actually joined
officially,and more recently
;he entire organisations have
fused under the name FNV (un-
ion federation of the Nether-
lands).Politically the FNV is
similar to the old NVV-— an
extremely reformist social-
democrat organisation.

The CNV remained apart,and
constitutes a real bosses
union.

On the lst April 1948,
union militants,shunning both
Communist control in the EVC
and the reformism of the soc-
ial democrats and churches,

ated the OVB (independent
union of workplace organis-
ations),which stood as that
part of the labour movement
which refused all forms of
class collaboration,along with
the control of any party,ideo-
logy or religion.However,it
did define itself as "a left-
wing,anti-capitalist workers‘
organisation“.

he
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THE OVB,HANDING THOUSANDS
OF GUILDERS OVER TO THE NUM

iAJhfl€i()F 111EiCNVE!
“The defence of the mat-

erial and spiritual interests
of the working class,partic-
ularly at the place of work...

...Therefore the OVB opposes
all forms of domination over
the working class,whether mat-
erial or i eological.

...The OVB believes that
all workers are perfectly cap-
able of deciding,individually
and collectively,on their own

future.
...Naturally this means that

each must take part in decision
-making not only in the work-
place but also in,the neigh-
bourhood,as a pensioner,a con-
sumer,a claimant,etc.

...But the right to decide
for oneself their own life
cannot exist in a capitalist
society like ours...only in
one where all the forms of
production and administration
are organised by the workers
themselves.The OVB is in favour
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FOR EXPORT TO BRITAIN DURINGREADERS OF DA MAY REMEMBER ONTHE STRIKE,UNTIL THEIR ACTI
Dgg%ggR§§fiSC€§§ES§§§K§NS§§§EG WAS WEAKENED BY THE "SOCIALIST'
P H UNION.MINER (paper of the NUM) OF A HERE WE SHOW HOW THIS SYN_
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE OVB,
HOLLAND'S SYNDICALIST UNION» DICALIST UNION FEDERATION}
HANDING OVER THOUSANDS OF
GUILDERS TO THE NUM.

15,000 STRONG,FUNCTIONS.WE
THANK “COURANT ALTERNATIVE“

THE OVB ROTTERDAM DOCKERS FOR INFORMATION FIRST.PUB-
-LSO MANAGED To BLACK COAL DUE L15HEn IN THEIR PAGES.
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of workers‘ self-managemert.
...The OVB believes also

that the liberation of all_
workers cannot take place lfi 8
single country...it requires a
totally new world order,emb-
racing all nationalities...

...In the world we seek all
the interests of workers will
be safeguarded and there will
no longer be any restraint On
the most total liberty and dem-
ocracy.“ _

According to the OVB,all
organisational froms,to be
truly democratic,must be cap-
able of complete control from
the base.Delegates must always
be instantly recallable and
serve on a rotational basis.

IN PRACTICE
OVB members are organised

according to the workplace they
work in,and according to their
jobs,belong to differing
industrial sections.

There are ten of these in
the OVB:

—-Metal industries
—-Textiles and clothing
-Graphical industries
—-Building trades
—-Factories (general)
—-Agriculture
-Banking and commerce
—-Docks and transport _
-—Government employees (in-

cluding nationalised industry,
railways,power,educati0n and
civil service) _

——Fishing and seafaring.
These organisations can

judge of themselves their Own
problems and make their own
oecisions. _ _

Each has its own adminis-
tration elected by its own
conference and sends delegates
to the General Council of the

OVB.
This forms the vertical

structure of the OVB.A hor-
izontal structure,based geog-
raphically rather than indus-
trially,also exists wherever
there are several union branch-
es in one town.In this case
the members elect a local
council to run a local office.

THE CONGRESS
This is the supreme decis-

ion-making body of the OVB.It
meets at least once every two
years and is composed of del-
egates mandated by the member-
ship and by the General Council

THE GENERAL COUNCIL

This is composed of del-
egates from each organisation
in the OVB,and from the
national Executive which is
elected by the Congress.
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Each union must be repres-
ented on the General Council
by at least one member,rising
proportionately to seven where
the membership exceeds 10,000.

The General Council has a
quorum of 15 members.Two-thirds
must be employed.

It must meet at least every
two months.

THE NATIONAL EXECUTIVE
This is elected by the Con-

gress.It enforces the rules of
the OVB,and is responsible for
finance.It may take urgent
decisions after consulting the
General Council or the Congress.

Its members may be recalled
instantly by the General Coun-
cil if they act against the
will of the membership or
oppose the interests of the
OVB or workers in general.If
there is serious disagreement
an extraordinary Congress will
adjudicate.

The members of the Exec-
utive are mandated to carry
out precise tasks by the Con-
gress (such as propaganda,
fund-raising etc).It cannot
comprise more than five_persons.

THE CENTRAL FIGHTING
FUND

Financed by a proportion of
‘flu, and b-y donations,this
fund exists to make day-to-day
payments to any OVB members
engaged in disputes,strikes,
etc.In some cases it may be
qfied to assist non-members of

¢-OVB.

LEGAL ASSISTANCE

Through its National Legal
Assistance Bureau and its local
branches,the OVB gives advice
and cash help to all members
of over three months standing
who are up to date with their
dues.This covers problems with
pensions,social security,wages
unfair dismissals,etc,etc.

OVB AND THE OTHER UNIONS
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Our comrades in the French
IWA affiliate,the CNT,have
taken on a Mammoth-—-literally
Sinte late last year the huge
and highly profitable Mammouth
department store in Toulouse,
one of a chain of stores in
SW France and Spain,has been
trying to cut down on staff,
starting with the union mili-
tants,while forcing those who
remain at work to do more WOIR
than before.

This process,desguised as
“flexibility","early retire-“ I II

ments" and voluntary redun
dancies" has met with prac-
ticallv no resistance from the
servile bosses unions,the CGT,
the CFDT and the F0.

But this is not the case
with the CNT.Instead of sign-
ing an agreement with the
bosses "doing away with all we
have struggled for over 15
years",they have fought back.

In spite of the bosses‘
attempts to have them arr-
ested by the police,CNT mem-
bers have been leafletting
shoppers at Mammouth,letting
them know about lay-offs in
the store and urging them to
shop elsewhere.

'CNT MEMBERS IN TOULOUSE
DEMONSTRATE

After appealing for sol-
idarity through the IWA the
comrades heard that similar
pickets had been set up out-
side Mammouth outlets in
Bilbao and Saragossa,as well
as Bordeaux and Lyon.

There are no British
branches of the Mammouth/Doc
de France group,but they do
have an American outlet,the

In Holland the NVV/NKV and
the CNv are "recognised" unions
which can make collective
agreements with the state and
bosses,and receive subsidies
from them.

On this question the OVB
states,“The official unions
seek to play a part in the
running of capitalist society
and thus expect "recognition"
from the state and the bosses.
But the OVB only seeks recog-
nition for workers themselves
and seeks it only through the
class struggle."

Li'l
haps
make
this

Champ Food Stores.Per-
readers in the USA could
their feelings known in
direction?

Already the struggle has
cost one Toulouse CNT mem-
ber his job,but they are det-
ermined to fight on.

‘ _ s

Donations and messages of
support t0 CNT,BOURSE DE
TRAVAIL,3 RUE MERLY,
31000 TOULOUSE,FRANCE.
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'fhe 1926 General Strike was
the end of an era that had
comenced two decades earlier
with the rise of syndicalism,
when for four years Britain
experienced class warfare on a
scale hitherto unknown:Many
informed observers felt that
only the advent of the First
World War saved the ruling
class from the revolutionary
masses.

After the War things were
different.Syndicalism had re-
jected political organisation,
but now it was in decline and
two new stars had come into-
focus:the Labour Party and its
trade union allies through
their participation in the war
effort had achieved a promin-
encé denied them before the
war,and had a confidence and
eminence well beyond their
deserts.The second new star
was_the Communist party,the
child of the Russian Revol-
ution.In this conflict the
workers and peasantry had
overthrown the Tsar and-the
bourgeoisie,but the peoples‘
revolution had been upstaged
by the Bolshevik Coup,and the
consequences of this had yet
to be understood.Nevertheless
most people felt that the
former misgivings felt by many
about political parties had

been mispdaced,and that the
achievements of Russia could
be repeated here.

STORM, CI-OUDS
By 1925 the ruling cla-s

had a policy of deflation.
The Tory Prime Minister
.Ba1dwin declared on July 30th
"A11 workers in this country
have got to take reductiofi&Nin
wages to help put industry an
its feet."

An attempt was made to
force a reduction of 131 in
the already basic wages of the
mingrs.The rest of the working
class,in solidarity with the
miners,and conscious of the
fact they could be next in line
prepared to resist .Transport
unions and others issued instr-
uctions to black the handling
of coal if the owners carried
out their threat to lock out
the miners.

"WAGONS CONTAINING COAL MUST
NOT BE ATTATCHED T0 ANY TRAIN
AFTER MIDNIGHT ON FRIDAY JULY
31st.AFTER THIS TIME WAGONS OF
COAL MUST NOT BE SUPPLIED TO
ANY INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL
CONCERNS",said the official
instructions to all railway and
transport workers.

Taken aback by this fierce
response to their attack on
workers‘ living standards,the
government paused.They were not
ready for a fight,even though
300 of their backwoodsmen in
Parliament moved a resolution
protesting against government
POIICY.

On July 31st,they announced
a subsidy to the coal industry
of £25 million to extend over
nine months,while the wage cuts
and other owners‘ demands were
put offiuntil April 1926.

Meanwhi1e,as a propaganda
exercise the government appoin-
ted a commission under Samuels
to go into the question of the
mining dispute.After nine
months,this recomended in-
creased hours,lower wages and
district agreements,a policy
the-miners had already rejected

PREPARATIONS
It was ODV1OU8 that the gov-

ernment were buying time.They
prepared an "Organisation for
the Maintenance of Supplies"
(OMS) which was simply a strike
-breaking body.Many British
Fasdists joined this.Specia1
Constables were recruited and
an elaborate network was set up
for each county to face the
workers‘ fightback.

But at the TUC the prepar-
ations for the coming struggle
were almost non-existant.At a
Minority Movement conference
the miners‘ leader AJ Cook said
"we are in danger.A united enemy
is knocking at the gates...Myi
slogan is--‘Be prepared'."
But the TUC ignored him and
nothing was done at all.

In April the coal owners
announced that unless the min-
ers accepted the employers‘
demand a lockout would take
place on May lst.On the 20th
April George V proclaimed a
State of Emergency and the
Special Constabulary were mob-
ilised.

London became a huge milit-
ary camp;some 40,000 troops

were encamped there.Hyde Park
became an open-air barracks,
while troops in full gear par-
aded through the streets with
tanks and armoured cars.War-
ships sailed up the Thames,the
Tyne,the Clyde and the Mersey.

At last, on April 29th the ex-
ecutives of the trade unions
were called to a conference of
the TUC.But next daV.even as
the conference sat, the craven
leaders of the TUC,panicking
at the thought of what was
happening,cal1ed at Downing
St in the hope that Baldwin
would get them off the hook.

JH Thomas,1eader of the
rail workers and ex-Labour min-
ister said 1ater,"I suppose my
usual critics will say that
Thomas was almost grovelling
and it is true...I never begg-
ed and pleaded like I begged
and pleaded all today."

It was with this sort of
leadership that the working
class went into the biggest
struggln of their life.

THE STRIKE
On Saturday May 1st,1926,

one million miners were locked
out.In the TUC conference at
the Memorial Ha11,Faringdon St
the assembled delegates-voted
3,653,527 in favour of a gen-
eral str1ke,and 49,911 against.
"For once in a score of years
a trade union conference ex-
pressed the mood of the work-
ers"(Tom Brown,The*Sritish
General Strike).The delegates
sang the Red Flag and quietly
left the hall7‘l'hQl.'..May Day saw
the greatest May Day demon-
stration London had ever seen.

Tuesday May 3rd found Brit-
ain in the grip of the strike.
Railways were silent,trams and
buses were stopped,no newspap-
ers appeared.

Even then with all the
massive solidarity being shown

the TUC didn't cease to cower
before the government and the

1journeys to Downing St never
stopped.Frightened of the
emotiveness of the,term,the
General Council didn't.,even
want to use the term General
Strike,which smacked too much
of the dreaded and detested
syndicalism.Instead they pre-
fered to call it a National
Strike.

The strikers were split up
into two "waves",front line
and reserves.The front line
were print workers,rail work-
ers,bus and tram workers and
dockers,and were called out
from midnight on May 3rd.

The reserves were engin-
erring and shipyard workers,
the iron and steel trades,the
textile industry and the build-
ing crafts.

The result of these unnat-
ural divisions was to isolate
sections of the workers and lay
them open to pressure from the
bosses.

One example of this effect
was Coventry,which did not dep-
end on transport like London
nor was it a centre for rail-
ways,so the strike was severely
1imited.The engineering workers
—-the majority-—were kept at
work,out of trouble.

However workers at Armstrong
-Whitworth turned in to work
only to find the whole place
saturated with troops to pro-

‘tact the hangars.They refused
to work under military occup-
ation and not only decided to
join the strike but demanded a
meeting of the district AEU and
had it made general.

Though the quisling behav-
iour of th€.union.1eaders left
a lot to be desired,the
strikers did all that could be
expected in the absence of
directives from the top the
rank and file began to organ-
ise themselves.All over the-
country working-class
organisations began to spring
up- the Councils of Action.
In-many cases these ran in
tandem with the Trades Coun-
cils.Food,transport,1ighting
and defence committees were
set up and slowly but surely
the running of the strike
slipped out of the hands of
the leaders.

Mass picketing took place.
Act. of sabotage were committ-
ed.0n Middlesbrough workers
made an attack on the Central
Railway station,blocking the
iain line with heavy wagons.
To put a stop to such high
spirits the TUC General Counc-
il urged the strikers to stay
at home,and when this was
ignored brought out the old
chestnut of football matches

with the police!
To the Government it look-

ed as if their strategy had
flopped.Transport comittees,
formed to organise_food_supp-
lies,were ignored.ln general
the strike-breakers and black-
legs were less than adequate.
In many places the OMS broke
down and in Newcastle the
government hirelings were
reduced to pleading with the
Joint Strike Committee for
help!

Sensing their failure the
Government changed tack.Using
their head start,the BBC,they
began a propaganda war,talking
about "the challenge to the
constitution",and. eclaring
the strike to be illegal in
the House of Commons.

Arrests increased,eventual1y
totalling over 9,000 through-
optt the strike.The Home Sec-
retary met senior Army and
Navy officers,saying ‘Use
.whhtever force you need to--
I give you carte blanche".

1Q.E'li=§'$§gfi°§R2'§d€'§u'l§ filling
made use of the Daily Herald.
JR Clynes admitted "In common
with my principal colleagues,
I avoided speech making and
advised against mass meetings".

Though every day the picture
grew clearer,of a state of
class war between workers and
the state,the terror of the
General Council increased.
Clynes said,"The whole crux of
the struggle had been skilfully
shifted by propaganda...to a
constitutional struggle between
Parliament and Anarchism."

~ BETRAYAL
The Government's terror

tactics increased.They broad-
cast this message:"All ranks
of the Armed Forces of the
Crown are hereby notified that
any action which they find it
necessary to take in an honest
endeavour to aid the civil
power will receive,both now and
afteEwards,the full support of
HM Government".

The government trembled
under the pressure from thp

Jestablishment to come to some
compromise.But‘as Clynes said,
"Fortunately,it did not come
to the worst.The Trades Unions
saw~ to that". c w

For during all the moment-
ous days of the strike the Gen-
eraf Council sought a way out.
Vague proposals from Sir Her-
bert Samuel were seized on,
including wage cuts and re-org-
anisation of the mines.

The TUC pretended these came
from the goyernment,although
Samuel stressed,"I have been
acting entirely on my own init-
iative...I have recieved no
authority from the Government
and can give no assurances on
their beha1f".' »_

For their part the Govern-
ment stressed that there would
be no terms or negotiating,on1y
unconditional surrender.

But the General Council did
not hesitate to sell oufi either
the strikers in general or the
miners.At 10 Downing St their
craven delegation,headed by
Pugh,assured Prime Minister
Baldwin,"We are here today Sir
to say that this General Strike
is to be terminated forthwith
in order that negotiations
may proceed",after only nine
days of struggle.

Immediately the Police
terror was renewed and the
number of arrests increased.
When the strikers returned to
work hundreds of thousands of
them were met by victimisation,
demands for non-unionisation,
wage reductions and dismissals
-—-only the thrgat of an unoff-
icial renewal or action curbed
the employers and Government
from persecuting militants ev-
en more severely. -

As for the miners,they were
left to fight alone for another
six months,til hunger and des-
pair drove them back to work
in defeat their wages were cut,
the working day increased and
district agreements replaced‘
the national agreement.

The accepted reasoning is
that the General Council bet-
rayed the working class,which
they undoubtedly'did.This was
recognised within hours of it
happening.

But if we examine this more
deep1y,it was only possible
for that betrayal to come
about because of the accepted
belief of those and‘these days
—-that there are leaders and
led.

-IN THE TRHDITIDN

This is how there came to
be social democrats leading a
revolutionary action they did
not believe in-—-because they
opposed the struggle they led,
they were in effect agents
provocateurs.

The impetus of the strike
was the rank-and-file movement
in support of the miners.Al1 J
the General Council did was
seize the initiative in order
to channel the discontent into
safe areas.As JH Thomas said,
"What I dreaded about this
strike was this:if by any
chance it should have got out
of the hands of those who
would be able to exercise some
control,every sane man knows
what would have happened.I
thank God it never did".

This had been inevitable
from the early years of the
century,as Labour leaders had
ben absorbed within the State
machine and begun to identify
entirely with the interests of
the Establishment.The so-call-
ed left wing of the General
CounciI,were.simplyfa_safety
valve there to give mori-
bund TUC a little credibility.

The one major political
organisation on the left,the
Communist Party,though its
members suffered imprisonment
in great numbers,had little
political npus.its call for
all power to the General-

Counci1"was little different
from demanding "more power to
the hangman's elbow".

Just like the Labour and
Trade Union 1eaders,the one
thing they didn't believe in
was that the workers should
and could be responsible for
their own struggle.They had no
faith in the the working class
as anything but foot soldiers
in the fight against capital.

The officer corps was to be
provided by the politicians
and union leaders.

AFTERWARDS I
For sixty years the despera

te hope of the official labour
movement has been "NEVER AGAIN!"
The'strike itself forced the
workers topassume responsibil
ity for themselves.Dukes of
the NUGMW ointed out "Every
day that the strike proceeded
the control and the authority
that dispute was passing out of
the hands of responsible Exec-
utives into the hands of men
who had no authority,no control
and was wrecking_the movement."
Frightened,the official labour
movement (the Labour Party in
Parliament and the leaders of
the Trade Unions) fouhd'them-
selves nearly redundant as the
working class built up its own
organisations to supércede the
superfluous official ones.

Therefore they moved heaven
and earth to rubbish the idea
of further sympathetic strikes
—- "All my life :iI have been
opposed to the sympathetic
strike",wrote MacDonald.

The result of sixty years
of concentrated propaganda to
this effect was seen in the
actions of the socialist sects
—-from Labour Party through
the CP to the Trot grouplets
—-and union leaders during
the miners‘ strike 1984-85.
They were happy to buy their
way to heaven with financial
help,but steered well clear
of the use of industrial
muscle.They learnt the lesson
sixty years ago,that-no power
can challenge the might of a
well-organised and united
working class,and that might
could just as well be used
against a reactionary "social-
ist" government as a Tory one.

THE FUTURE _
It is essential,in these

days of especially keen reee
tion,to rescue the idea of the
General Strike,and to propagate
it.As in the early years of
this century the idea of the
general Strike tactic was on
the lips of every working per-
son and rooted deeply in the
minds of 6the entire class,we
should make sure,through dis-
cussing and amplifying this
idea,that when the time for
the challenge gomea we as 6
class are ready and can profit
by the mistakes of our parents
and grandparents. JP

L
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Addenbrookes
With official union recog-

nition and thus strike pay
removed from their cause,it
appears that,against_their will
the Addenbrookes strikers will
be forced to accept work offer-
ed by Cambridge Health Authori
ity.The attitude of COHSE
seems a far cry from a year
ago when they called for a
national day of action over
Addenbrookes.Now it's nothing
but an embarrassment to the j
Union officials and Labour pol-
iticians who once stood on the I
Cambridge picket lines.

But Addenbrookes is by mo
means the only example of
privatisation in action,amd
the history of the dispute is
full of incidents that could
have happened in many other
hospitals all over Britain.

What it means
E Privatisation-—-taking work
from Health Service workers
and giving it to private firms
-can take two main forms._

One way is to give a con-
tract to a private hospital to
carry out treatments on NHS
patients.This often happens
where there are long waiting
lists,where the'NHS has the
money to pay for the treat-
ment,but not the facilities
to carry it out.

The government claims this
cuts waiting lists and saves
money,but in practice private
hospitals can choose not to
take old or otherwise diffi-
cult patients.This means that
NHS hospitals have longer-
staying patients and increases
the length of waiting lists.

More than £0 Health Author-
ities in England and Wales
have_more than 401 of their
patients on waiting lists a
year or more long.This ex-n
poses the Government's claim
that "the only'thing in the
Health Service they will cut
is the waiting lists" as a
lie.

And an independent study
suggests that private hospitals
keep their charges artificially
low,to make the NHS dependent
on them in order to charge in-
flated prices later on.

The other way privatisation
is carried out in the NHS is
when particular hospital serv
ices,like laundry,cleaning or
catering,are offered out to
tender.The Health Authority
considers offers from private

Earlier this year, the
junior enviroment minister,lan Gow,
wrote to the ten regional water
authorities in England and Wales
saying that he wanted to "make early
progress" in selling them off to
private owners. Gow's letter has gone
largely unremarked, but it represents
a sudden and total reversal of
government policy. it will also the
biggest "privatisation" that the
government has yet attempted -
dwarfing the flotation of British
Telecom in terms of the total value of
the assets put up for sale.

The water industry's assets are
valued at 26 billion, and would cost
twice that to build from scratch.
Giant national enterprises such as
British Rail and National Coal Board
pale by comparison. Now it seems that
these assets could be in private hands
by the end of 1987. (Water and sewage
in Scotland are run directly by local
councils and will not be affected. ln
Northern Ireland they are run directly
by the government; but there has been
np hint of a plan to privatise them
therel

Despite the political attractions,
the exercise could prove an
embarrassment for the government. For
it is bound to reveal the dreadful
state of much of the " industry.
Potential buyers should beware. Since
the mid-1970's, government strictures
have halved the water industry's rate
of investment. Sewer collapses are
leaving holes in the road everywhere.
Anywhere between a quarter and a third
of the water put into Britain's water
mains leaks from corroding pipes.

Z

firms and also the hospital's
own management and staff(called
an "in-house" tender),and-
awards the contract to the one
it feels offers the best value

But the decision can be and
is over-ruled by the Health
Minister.In January 1985 Nor-
wich health Authority accepted
four in-house tenders and the
Junior Health Minister inter-
eened and gave the contracts
to a private firm.

Contracts usually go to the
cheapest offer,no matter how
poor the service it will prov
ide.But in South Cum5ria,where
the~in-house tender W8S1thB
wheapest, Health Minister Kenn-
zthrClarke ordered the auth-
ority to check its figures-—
which has'never happened to a
private firm's tender.When the
check showed the inhouse offer
was still the best,Clarke
insisted that the contract
should still be awarded to the
cheapest private firm.

In prac_tice
At Addenbrookes,only two

months after privatisation a
report by the Borough Coun-
cil and the Health Authority
said,"Standards of cleaning
have plummetted." And a letter
from the District Administrator
spoke of deteriorating stan-
dards,inadequate training,
levels of supervision and qual-
ity control.

An operation had to be can-
celled when an operating suite
was found to have blood and
bone on the floor.Kenneth
Clarke tried to cover this up
by saying this part of the hos-
pital was "not ncluded in the
specifications of outside
c eaners".But a spokesman from
the Health Authority pointed
out,"It is hardly likely that
we would leave out of our
specifications one of our main
theatre suites".The fact is
that with the government's
implicit support private firms
are saving themselves money
and making biggeraprofits at
the expense of you and me,the
patients. j

All over the country firms
like OCS and Crothalls are
employing inexperienced staff
sometimes as young as l4,and
telling them to skimp on clean-
ing by doing only the most
visible parts,like hallways.
while vital areas like kitchens
and theatres are filthy.

The Tamesude experience
The authority's corporate plan

published every year reports a
"widespread problem of poor (drinking)
water quality and low pressures". Many
of the Lancashire mill towns were
built with common supply pipes that
channel water from the mains in the
street to several houses. That worked
well when most houses needed water
only for a single tap indoors and a
toilet in the yard. Today, central
heating,fitted bathrooms, washing
machines and the rest have overloaded
the system. Two thirds of the
complaints about bursts and low
pressure come from people with common
supply pipes.

But there is also a hidden hazard.
Most of these common supply pipes are
made of lead. Water lying in them
dissolves the lead, leading to
concentrations in tap water that are
unhealthy and will from this year be
illegal under EEC law. "Well over 600,
000 properties" are served by such
pipes, and the water authority wants
to spend 3 million per year solving
the lead problem.

The authority says that 40% of its
water mains "suffer from an
unacceptable degree of corrosion and
internal deposits. 35% of water is of
an unacceptable standard". Last year,
it's engineers scraped out the rust
and poured concrete linings into 200
kilometres of mains, reducing the
backlog of repairs to water mains by
just 4%. Work has hardly begun on
plugging the leaks that cause the loss
of more than a third of the water that
enters the systenm

Its effect on NHS staff has
been equally devastating.0ften
they are sacked when a private
firm takes over,then some are
often re-employed on new con-
.tracts,with shorter hours,less
or no holiday and sick pay,and
wage rates cut by up to 45Z.As
hospital ancillary workers
already earn up to.£70 less than
the national average,they can't
afford this pay cut.

Union apathy
Conditions are no better if

an in-house tender is accepted»
Cuts in staff and in their pay
and conditions are just as bad,
as hospital management try to
be competetive with private
firms.What are the unions doing
to protect their members?

The answer seems to be noth-
inglMostly they support the
change~to in-house tenders-—-in
February last year both NUPE and
COHSE suggested members accept
either pay cuts or redundancies
in order to prevent a contract
in the Victoria Health Authority
geing to a private firm.This is
the sort of tactic you would
expect from management,not unio
ions!

What explains this attitude
on the part of union leaders?
The answer is simple —in-house
tenders employ union labour.
Private contractors often don't.

The union bosses would rather
see a cut in their members‘
wages than a cut in their
unions‘ numbers and hence in
their own power.

In fact in some Health Auth-
orites,it is the management
that have done the most to pro-
tect employees.Some have intro-
duced "fair wages" clauses
into contracts.Kenneth Clarke
denounced these as an "unreason-
able interference_in the relat-
ionship between contractors and
their employees",and the Auth-
orities were forced to withdraw
these clauses,under threat of
losing funding.For example the
Trafford Authority was threaten-
ed witb he loss of £130,000
earmarked for a drug abuse
treatment centre(after all this
‘government says about the drug
problem!

The future
So far 222 contracts have

been awarded,67Z to in-house
tenders.The Health Minister
wants this figure to rise by
another 2,000,but this will no
doubt be increased again if the

Meanwhile, up in the hills, the
authority is responsible for some 200
reservoirs that supply most of the
water to the region. Many, it says
"are in need of remedial work to bring
them fully up to the most recent
saftey requirements". That is to say,
engineers fear they may collapse.

The collapsing sewers of Manchester
have gained a world-wide reputation.
The hnage of the hearfland of the
industrial revolution crumbling_ away
physically as well as economically is
compelling. There are currently 600
major collapses of sewers in the North
West each year - a quarter of all the
collapses in Britain. Last year nearly
15 kilometres of sewers were renovated
in the North West. Taken together with
the 50 kilometres abandoned and 125
kilometres built from scratch, that
amounts to just 0.5% of the region's
total sewerage system. Today's new
sewers are designed to last perhaps 60
years and renovation work, such as
re-lining, is expected to pl"OlOng that
for no more than 20 to 30 years.

Along ‘the Mersey estuary the
contents of most of Merseyside's
sewers are dumped straight into the
river. A former secretary of state for
the environment, Michael Heseltine
described the pollution as "an affront
to the standards of a civilised
society". It will cost hundreads of
millions of pounds to bring fish back
to the estuary '

Upstream, the sewage works in
dozens of North West towns are
hopelessely overloaded. Everytime it

,‘,
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plan to privatise NHS manage-
aent goes ahead.

Kenneth Clarke has threaten
ed to make it compulsory'for
contracts to be awarded to
private firms.
' Right-wing Tory MP5 want
private health insurance to
be tax-deductable,to drive more
of those who can afford it into
the private sector.It seems to
be working-—- BUPA have their
highest membership ever and
private medicine is now 71 of
all British medicine.

Jewel in the crown?
The NHS is often proclaimed

the shining achievement of the
post-war Labour government.But
they had no idea how much it
would cost,particularly after
the post-war baby boom and the
increasing numbers of old people.
iBig business interests were
happy enough to pay through tax-s
ation for a service that prov-
ided large numbers of healthy
workers when the economy was
expanding.But now there is no
need for a large British work-
force,due to cheap foreign
your and massive mechanisation.
Now the NHS has become a burden
they no longer think worthwhile.

What can be done?
Certainly it's no good

appealing to the government,as
the staff of the Royal Sussex
Hospital did when they were
faced with a wage cut Sf 251.
These were the people who nursed
Norman Tebbit and other Tories
after the Brighton Bombing and
they got nothing for their
pleas.

Nor is there any point in
waiting for a Labour Government
- Labour has an appalling rec-
ord on health.

The unions are back-pedalling
and it seems clear they care
more for their own interests
than their members',so who can
health workers and patients
rely on to help them?The answer
is,on each other.It's only when
patients and staff are in solid-
arity for their own.mutual aid
that they can begin to demand
and get direct control in their
own Health Service.

Only through direct control
can we get the health care we
want and protect our services
from the backstabbing of
governments who would
rather see the NHS destroyed.

TMB .
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rains, sewage overflows into the
rivers Roch, Irwell and many others.
The authority says it has 700
"unsatisfactory storm overflows" -
half the national total.

The regions rivers, already the
dirtiest inf the country, have been
getting dirtier still since 1982. The
region currently has 301 kilometres of
"grossly polluted" rivers and canals
that are likely to be a health hazard.
That figure is an increase of 42%
since 1980 and amounts to a third of
the national total.

‘Public ownership‘ has not
safeguarded the environment (reduced
the level of pollution).
Nationalisation is no nearer to
satisfying peoples needs ‘than private
ownership. However, this does not mean
that we should stand idly by while the
government sells the Water Boards off
to its political friends with the
resulting loss of jobs. jThe return
from State capitalism to private
capitalism offers the working class no
gain, any more than did the
nationalisation of railways and the
coalmines.

"Privatisation means jobs lost" , -
this slogan must be both the rallying
call and foundation of the new
campaign to satisfy human needs
and create jobs. The only way our
living and working environment can be
safeguarded is by the socialisation of
industry and _\1<_>;m§‘__ee.1£2ls The
tories‘ plans for the water industry
should make this need clear to
everyone.

1



TE RRORISTS HIDE
IN, LONDON

A lot has been made of Libya
as a "centre of international
terrorism".But what about the
terrorists living freely in
London? y

Members of the Italian Armed
Revolutionary (sic) Nuclei came
to\London"after the Bologna
raflway station bomb outreée

which killed 85 innocent trav-
ellers in August l980.This y
bombing was only one chapter
in the "strategy of tension"
designed to destabilize Ital-
ian society and pave the way
for Fascists to come to power.

The conspiracy involved the
shadowy P2 Masonic Lodge,bus-
inessmen,right-wing politicians
military intelligence and
Carabibieri officers.The bomb-
ings were carried out by NAR
footsoldiers.

Five of the NAR fugitives
in London nave been convicted
in absentia in a trial of NAR
terrorists in Italy which ins
eluded some of those respon-n
sible for the Bologna massacre.
The presence of the NAR members
in London has been'known since
l98l.Seven were briefly arres-.
ted,but extradition was refused
on technical grounds.

Since then they haveabeen
living freely in London,and
have been taking an interest
in the British fascist move-
ment.A new extraditioh treaty
between the UK and Italy may
put an end to their solourn,
but the fact remains that for
five years london,not Tripoli,

(has been their safe haven for
five years.

As the British government
didn't exactly leave no stone
unturned to bring these black-
shirts to justice,is the Ital-
ian Airforce now entitled to
launch a bomb strike on West-
minster?

DM

THE TORY PARTY -
HOW MUCH DOlQy_ GIVE ?

DIRECT ACTION readers may
not think of themselves as
supporters of the Tory Party
but have you ever thought how
much you contribute indirectly
through everyday high-street
firms which give donations to
party funds? L_' p

In 1984 the following comp-
anies donated to Tory Party
Eunds:

The food,drink and tobacco
industry gave £252,229 in all,
and the banking and insurance
sector gave £504,142.
Allied Lyons £82,000
Marks & Spencer £57,000
United Biscuits £49,000
Unigate £25,000
ASDA £20,000

British Car Auctions£ll,250
1311:1511 Home Stores 1110,3000

The Tories were very keen to
force the unions to ballot on
the issue of political cont-

; ributions,but customers have
* no say over what happens to the
[ money they spend..'

But one way we could make
our opinion clear to these
wealthy giants is through a
consumer boycott.If well-
organised this could hurt them
as well as giving some economle
nuscle to low-income and even
unemployed people. JCB

\NHEN CHEAPER
MEANS. DEAREB

Nottinghamshire County
Council has threatened to take
the Central Electricity Gener-
ating Board to court for dam-
age-done to the County's roads
during the miners‘ strike.

The number of lorries to
Cottam power station rose from
50 the day before the strike,to
a daily total of 520.At West
Burton traffic increased from
180 to 500 lorries a day.

According to a report to the
council the extraordinary
traffic caused "premature fail-
ure“ of two roads.The CEGB
offered to settle out of court
for £500,000 but the Council
wants the full figure of
£539,548.

This bill is embarrassing
the CEGB,who have been arguing
that lorries are cheaper than
trains for transporting coal
to power stations.

‘ JCB
 

CONTD FROM FRONT PAGE
dinistas took power in
Nicaragua,the USA7s man
there was that great
democrat Somoza.The tor-
turers in El Salvador,
Chile,Argentina,Uruguay,
Haiti etc etc had Uncle
Sam's approval,Apartheid
in South Africa has sur-
vived this long only
thanks to the Western
powers.

The West's most pow-
erful country is behind
the torture,economic

rape and impoverishment
of entire peoples,but if
desperate individuals
reply with bombs they
are the ones who are
castigated as vile terr-
orists.

How amusing to then
hear some politicians,
after such an attack,
calling the terrorists
cowards for not fighting
in the open,when if the
individuals concerned
were to show their faces
the state terrorists
would not hesitiate a
second to blast them off
the face of the Earth
with their tanks,fighter
-bombers,battleships etc.

Anyone who's worried
about airline hijackers
when there are enough
nuclear bombs to destroy
the world several times
over lacks a sense of
proportion to say the
least!

THERE IS PLENTY OF
TERROR IN THE WORLD.EVERY
HUMAN BEING WHO GOES TO
BED HUNGRY TONIGHT WHILE
THE RIGH COUNTRIES STOCK-
PILE FOOD SURPLUSES IS A
VICTIM OF TERROR.THE POL-
ITICAL PRISONERS TORTURED
BY TERRORISTS IN UNIFORM
ARE VICTIMS OF TERROR.ALL
OVER THE WORLD WHEN WORK-
ERS RISE UP THE AGENTS OF
THE STATE ARE ORDERED TO
METE OUT TERROR.

WHO ARE THE REAL TERR-
ORISTS?  

a .gffihfi mg I “fififiw
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LOYALISTS mscovsn
BEPRESSION

Things in Ulster certainly
aren't what they used to be.
Northern Ireland in its present
state is obviously proving too
much of a burden for the UK,
whose government is seeking
ways to cut its costs and
share the job of pacifying Ul-
ster with the Irish Republic.
Hence the Anglo-Irish Accord.

The loyalists‘ reward for
years of misplaced,bigotted
loyalty is that they are now
being ignored by Westminster.
These days the loyalists attack
the RUC,whom they previously
regarded as "their" police,for
implementing the Accord.It
must seem to them that their
beloved union jack is selling
them down the road to Rome
Rule.

Keith White was killed by a
plastic bullet which hit him
fin the back of the head during
the fighting between loyalists

UNSAFE STREETS
There was a time when you

"could go about the streets of
Rochdale unmolested.Not any
more,if the experience of two
Rochdale direct actionists is
anything to go by.

Today,it's not safe to go
out,or to stop in —-if there's
a policeman about.

Last September,Brian Bamford
a local libertarian was arrest-
ed at home in a most athletic
manner,when NORWEB came to cut
off his electricity.Afterwards
he complained of chest pains,
and the arresting officer is
now the subject of an enquiry
by the Police Complaints Dept.

More robust arrests took
place last month.This time the
new Rochdale secretary of the
DAM was pulled in with two of
his friends. The injuries sus-

_tained were substantial,and two
of those detained required med-
ical treatment while in custody.

A number of witnesses say
that blows were aimed at those
arrested as they entered the
poice vehicle by someone who
was waiting inside.

'People who saw the incident
say it was a heavy-handed oper-
ation by the police over a
dispute which started when a
taxi driver narrowly missed
knocking down several pedest-
rians.
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_ Even more worrying are

suggestions that some police
officers have taken it upon
themselves to continue to
harrass_some of those involved

fig

since the incident Perhaps this
is due to their concern that
this too may give rise to a
complaint against those offi-
cers involved in the arrests.

Is it any wonder you get
' 7riots. g

Our police are only human
just another pressure group-
" They're.fighting cuts like

I

and RUC in Portadown on Easter
Monday after an Orange parade
through a Catholic estate was
banned.

In protest at the death Loy-
alist workers staged a 20-min-
ute strike on April l5th,one
minute for every year of
Keith's life.,

It's nice to see that the
Loyalists too now say that
plastic bullets are lethal
crowd control weapons and
should be got rid of.It's a
pity though that they had to
wait til Keith White's death
before coming to this conclu-
sion.But then the previous 15
victims of rubber and plastic
bullets have all come from the
Nationalist community.

So now the loyalists know
what "their" state has been
doing for the lasr 17 years
since the troubles startfig.

the rest of uslPublic riot is
their best insurance against
complacent governments and cuts
in the police service.
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The Miners have got long
and bitter memories. On Wedne-
sday 16th Of April a walk-out
occured at Bettws Colliery in
Ammanford, South Wales.

The reason for this action
was the fact that the Colliery
manager at Bettws Colliery had
without any consultation with
the N.U.M. lodge had invited
the newly appointed Chief Con-
stable of the Dyfed and Powy'5
Police to come and be shown
around the colliery.

After the bitter experien-
ces at the hands of the Police
during the Miners strike this
was resented by the men, and
to a man those working at the
time downed tools and walked
out. Tney had had no prior
notification of the intented
visit. Their reacation to such
a visit had not been sought by
the Colliery manager.
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